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A 3 day battle that took many lives on both sides of the event that led to Abraham Lincoln Speech at

Gettysburg. It was a Nothern victory over the south and the hatred on both sides wss felt and the

lesson learned was the soft felt sorrow on both sides who went through pain and suffering from

flying rubber bullets who's family members were pitted against each other. There is no love in war.

Only to bring peace to the land does victory goes the spolier. Some very hard lesson learned in the

civil war that ended slavery which was the focal point and the instution of slavery was so cruel and

evil that it had to be abolished. Which is where the emincapation proclamation came a cause for the

Union.

Having visited Gettysburg on the July 4 Anniversary, the book was like a walking text to what I had

seen. This is a young girl's writing about whatshe truly saw and heard during that historic three

days. Overwhelming in the simplicity of the narrative, yet powerful in its width and breadth.



Her memories of a time of American history reveal the highest pursuit of sanity in an uncivilized

period. Established faith and respect for mankind combine to be held in Pierce's heart in her writing.

Peace is the victory, but the cost bears the sacrifice with scars only to be healed by forgiveness.

This is an interesting perspective of the battle at Gettysburg during the American Civil War, as

witnessed by a young girl. Well worth reading.

The story was written in a first person narrative. It was if the reader was with the author the entire

period of her story. The Civil War is one of the most damaging periods of American history Matilda

Piere Alleman was able to record the events of those bloody days of Gettysburg with detail that

captivated the readers attention from the first to the last word. I would highly recommend this book

for students, adults, and teens. Every American should take the time to read this first hand account

of the war between Americans.

I selected this book because it was a free Kindle book last week, one of few on the non-fiction list.

Matilda' s writing style is clear, though her vocabulary and 'turn of phrase' are certainly from an

earlier century. It is short and a quick read, but as someone I interested in the Civil War, it gives

fresh insight of what a civilian living in Gettysburg experience: the bad and the good. I recommend

this short book.

I found this to be a fascinating story about the battle at Gettysburg as recalled by a young girl that

lived there during the civil war. Told without prejudice for one side of the other; she is simply

recalling events as she remembers them which makes it even more realistic for the reader. A short

story full of insight into what must've been a terrifying experience.

I've read many books on the Civil War. But this was the first that dealt with the war from the eyes of

a child and what she saw and did from the middle of things. It's also the first that dealt with the

aftermath of a battle field and the stench of burning 3000 dead horses.
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